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Joan Ball: Computer Dating
Joan Ball, a working class woman from London’s East End, established the first 
computer dating service in 1964. The St. James Computer Dating Service stored 
clients’ preferences according to their dislikes on punch cards, sorting matches 
by process of elimination. Ball’s service pre-dates the famous system Operation 
Match at Harvard University, who are often cited as the founders of the invention.

Match making

“In one column on the punch card you could store 
their telephone number and some other columns on 
the punch card could have a bunch of characteristics 
like how much they like or dislike sports, even how 
active or lazy they are. You would feed the deck 
of cards in the computer, then you would look for 
patterns in that data.” –David Pick, QMUL

“If you look at dating apps nowadays: Tinder,                         
Match.com- they all started from somewhere, so of 
course it has a legacy. It’s revolutionised the way 
that people form relationships today.”
–Tia Chowdhury, teacher, designer and inventor

Operation Match

“I think part of that is again coming down to being 
a woman- the lack of power in society that women 
had and still to an extent have. So a big organisation 
like Harvard against this woman, it’s difficult. I’m not 
surprised.” –Eka Davies, artist and inventor

“All the time women have been pushed into the 
background. Men have often excelled for the 
work women have done. I’m glad that things have 
changed and women can excel in their own right.”                         
-Sandry, London resident

Women in computing

“The computing profession has become more male 
dominated over the years and personally I’m very 
disappointed with it because it’s such a waste of 
talent. People who know anything about computing, 
know that one of the first real programmers was a 
woman- Countess Ada Lovelace.” 

“I’m fairly keen that the people who are using 
computers today don’t lose some of those lessons 
that we learned in the early days. One of the lessons 
that has been lost and rediscovered is that girls can 
be damn good coders!” –David Pick, QMUL
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